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I. Introduction

Europe reminds me of the puzzle of the ship of Theseus. Once, a Greek named Theseus had a ship. He had to repair his ship, so he put it up into dry dock. Each day, he would remove a plank, and put it in a pile. He continued until he had removed and replaced all parts of the ship. Meanwhile, a stranger had taken each piece from the pile of old planks and used them to build a new ship. The question is then: Which is Theseus's ship?
This puzzle is a nice debate, not a true paradox like Zeno's; n1 Theseus's ship is used to highlight the questions of possession, ownership, and identity. What is the nature of being? The puzzle can also be used to illustrate the problem of legal formalism: Is the pile of lumber Theseus's ship? The puzzle also illustrates the problem of flux: n2 How could Theseus's ship disappear into a pile of lumber and then reappear therefrom? And what of the ship in the dry dock?

The question asked in this article is bit more complex. It is the question of identity and transformation. Imagine we have twenty-six dry docks, and twenty-five ships. Suppose we remove one plank from each of the ships-let's call it trade in coal and steel (European Coal and Steel [*29] Community). n3 Then we take a second plank, let's call it common customs (European Economic Community), n4 and a third plank (competition law). Then we take another plank, let's call it border controls (Schengen) n5 and we start taking the old planks and put them into a new dry dock (European Community). n6 We use some nails to join the boards in the new dry dock together (the Euro), we take some sails from the twenty-five ships and place them on the ship being built in the twenty-sixth dock (the common foreign and security policy) n7 and we take some rigging from the twenty-five ships and use the ropes to rig the twenty-sixth boat (European Union). n8 Next we add a flag and crew (Union citizenship). n9 When does the lumber pile in the second dry dock become a ship? And what of the other twenty-five ships?

Well, of course, we are talking about the European Union (EU) and its Member States. And the legal question we are looking at is whether the EU is a state. To try to answer this problem we will look at the law, but the author believes this puzzle will help you to see how the EU is a state in the making. You might disagree with the conclusion reached here, that the EU is a state, but the author hopes, however, that you will agree with the direction of the arguments, that Europe is at worst becoming a state. n10

[*30]

So, is Europe a state? To answer that question we must first address two others: "What is Europe?" and "What is a state?"

II. What is a State?

A. Sovereignty

Sovereignty may be defined succinctly as "the ultimate decision-making power within a legal system." n11 The literal meaning of sovereignty is the highest power, which is the idea that there is some rule-making body in a legal system that acts as a final authority. n12 Sovereignty is a polysemical term-it has many meanings. n13 However, the useful meanings [*31] of sovereignty are legal n14 rather than political, and the legal meaning of sovereignty is, in fact, "final authority." n15 But, if sovereignty is the idea of final authority then we must conclude that in fact no state is sovereign. All states are subject to international law, and specifically to the jus cogens obligations of international law. n16 No state may wage war n17 except in self defense, nor may any state engage in genocide, for any reason at all. n18 Therefore, no state is the final authority anywhere on earth and [*32] consequently no state is sovereign. If instead sovereignty means the ultimate domestic authority, then in many ways Europe is a sovereign.

Europe has final authority expressed in the doctrine of supremacy, n19 particularly over questions of trade and competition law. The fact that its final authority is limited by the doctrine of subsidiarity n20 is irrelevant. The United States government, like that of the EU, is also a government of limited powers n21 which do, however, serve as final powers in some cases. n22 This includes provisions which allow implication of necessary powers needed to implement
and enforce enumerated powers. For example, the U.S. federal government has no general police power, yet federal police power over internal affairs is implied from the Commerce Clause. Like Europe, all powers not delegated expressly to the U.S. federal government remain at the level of the member (federal) states. Each federal state in the United States is a sovereign as is true of the member states of the EU. The fact that the federal states can borrow money, raise militias, execute prisoners, build schools, and, with congressional approval, make pacts with foreign states is no argument against the international legal personality of the federal government. The parallels between the structure of European confederalism and U.S. federalism are, the author believes, greater than the divergences.

B. Political Definitions of a State

The state may be defined in legal terms or in political terms. In political terms, we know Aristotle considers the state a community capable of meeting the basic needs of life organized in order to attain a good life. Under that definition, we are already in trouble. Does that mean the state must be autarchic, producing all of its own goods? For, the essence of liberalism is free trade and economic interdependence as the basis of prosperity. Autarchy leads to independence but it also leads to poverty. North Korea is autarchic, independent, and poor. But social contract liberalism with its non-existent state of nature and its consequently impossible social contract is even worse than Aristotle at explaining the idea of the state. Maybe sociology would help. Max Weber told us the state has a monopoly of legitimate force. And once again, the political definition of the state is lacking. No state has a monopoly of legitimate violence because all states are subject to the international community and to other states. Furthermore, what is legitimate to mean? Legal? Who decides whether the violence is legal? Weber's model does not seem able to account for revolutionary changes whereby a group out of power comes into power. The splits between classical (Aristotelian) state theory, the social contract theorists, and the Weberians are simply some of the fundamental splits in the western conception of political life. Those rifts inevitably cloud any discussion of the state outside of its legal definition.

What is the result of these theoretical rifts? Any attempt to determine whether Europe is a state from the political perspective is doomed to incoherence, especially where the splits in liberalism are ill recognized or unarticulated. Asking the question whether Europe is a state from the political perspective leads to no clear answer because of the sketched theoretical splits within liberalism.

Europe and its Members: A Constitutional Approach ends with ruminations over the nature of the European Union. Is it a state? a federation? an inter-governmental entity? a hybrid? No one has offered the definitive answer to these questions, and any answer could be provisional only, since the entity continues to evolve. The Member States of the European Union enjoy constitutionalist traditions and it is important that the virtues of this tradition not be lost in the process of integration.

But this confusion results largely from focusing on the political questions of how the European state is building itself, and when and whether it achieves statehood and why. If we look at the legal definition of the state in international law, several questions-whether a European demos exists, whether the institutions of Europe are sufficiently democratic-simply disappear. For, unlike the splits within liberalism, international law does provide a clear definition of the state-and Europe meets the terms of that definition.

The fact that the political approach does not yield a clear answer results in legal confusion. For example, an astute political analyst notes that "[i]n political science, complex theoretical constructions have been developed in an attempt to explain the relationship between the Union and its Member States, notably the so-called 'multilevel analysis'
and 'network analysis.' This is a perfectly valid political analysis. Europe does have a variable geometry (Euro countries and non-Euro countries; Neutrals and NATO members) and is sometimes less accurately described as "two speeds" with a "core" (France, Germany and all of the Low Countries) and a "periphery" (United Kingdom and the neutrals). However, by losing sight of the legal significations, the analyst reaches an incorrect conclusion about the legal structure of the EU and argues that "[d]espite these innovations, one has to withstand the temptation of interpreting the evolution of the Union as the emergence of a state." In fact, the EU is a state in statu nascendi. "The term 'political union' certainly means different things to different people, but for many it amounts to little less than a modified replacement for the aim of a 'United States of Europe.'"

The clearest political analysis focuses on the legal internal structure and organization of the European state, rather than on constitutive elements needed to create a state. Of course, a political analysis can lead to the conclusion that the EU is a state.

The [European Union] after the Maastricht Treaty has acquired certain characteristics of a federal state: the Treaty seeks to foster a Union citizenship; subsidiarity governs the vertical distribution of powers; the Treaty attempts to coordinate the vertical and horizontal distribution of power; and the federalist structure provides for limited governance.

But the political analysis really doesn't help us to understand the legal status of the Union. It might tell us how the Union has developed or how it will develop but it does not and really cannot tell us the Union's legal status under international law. At best, the political arguments are evidence of the factual elements of a claim to statehood, and at worst-inevitably so-a source of confusion due to theoretical inconsistencies within the liberals' conceptions of the state.

The divergent political views display the problem with the political perspective. Some even argue (inexactly) that Europe is a nation. That view perhaps goes too far, because while there is a common culture and heritage of the European people, there are several European languages, diverse nuances to the common culture, and different roles within the common history. If "nation" is meant to mean an "ethnic" group with common features, then there is a European people. If "nation" is defined as a common language group, then it isn't. This is the inverse of the United States where many people have a common language despite diverse racial origins, but at times divergent cultures. But these political inquires are, from the perspective of international law, simply irrelevant. The internal organization or ethnic composition of the EU is not relevant to the inquiry of whether the EU is a state under international law. Multinational states have long existed in the international legal system. The international system also recognizes diverse state forms such as democracies, theocracies, dictatorships, monarchies, and just about any other form of government. The political organization of the EU is not terribly relevant to its legal status under international law.

C. Legal Definition of a State

If the political definitions of a state are inadequate to describe the phenomenon of collective behavior, then what about the legal definition? Thankfully, the law is much simpler. International law does not ask about the internal organization of the state, nor does it insist on any constitutional form or on some minima of democracy. Common culture, customs, language and/or religion are not required of the people of a state under international law. The permanent population does not have to constitute a homogenous ethno-linguistic group (nation). Legal doctrine (scholarship) defines the state as follows: "Under international law, a state is an entity that has a defined territory and a permanent population, under the control of its own government, and that engages in, or has the capacity to engage in, formal relations with other such entities." The scholars' answer is also seen in the practice of states. Case law applying the Montevideo convention asks "whether the putative state (i) has a defined territory and (ii) a permanent
population, which (iii) is under the control of its own government, and (iv) has the capacity to engage in foreign relations." n44

[*38]

Looked at from the perspective of international law then, is Europe a state? To answer this question we must also know what is meant by "Europe."

III. What is Europe?

A. The European Union and the European Community

What does this article refer to by the term "Europe?" When "Europe" is used in this article, it refers to the European Union. The EU, like the United States, is based on a federal structure, with limited but supreme powers. n45 Is the EU an international legal person? Though "[T]he Amsterdam and the Nice Treaties did not determine whether the EU had a legal personality," n46 it is certainly the case that the European Community (EC) is an international legal person. n47 Further, the "[European Community and European Union] policies are considered to form part of a single legal system." n48 Thus, "[T]he European Union and [\*39] the European Community, although separate legal persons, form a single political and legal entity." n49 The United Nations has recognized the international legal personality of the European Union. n50 State practice recognizes the international legal personality of the EU. n51 Other States treat the EU as an international legal person and thus it is. The best view then is that the EU has implicit international legal personality. n52 But, simply because the EU is an international legal person does not mean it is a state. The usual answer is that Europe is a set of international organizations. However international organizations do not have citizens, grant recognition to states, or have a constitutive role in creation of customary international law; those qualities are all unique to states-and Europe does all of that. n53 The usual answer is not the correct answer.

B. Is Europe a Condominium?

If we think of Europe in terms of law, we see twenty-five sovereign states and one overarching government. When we think of systems where multiple sovereigns jointly govern one territory, one such structure that comes to mind is the condominium. Is Europe a condominium?

The condominium is analogous to a joint ownership. A condominium is territory "under the joint tenancy of two or more states, these several states exercising sovereignty conjointly over it, and over the individuals living thereon." n54 That is, "[c]ondominium refers to the joint [\*40] control of a territory by foreign powers. International law authorities, though differing in details, agree that the condominium envisions the joint exercise of sovereignty over a single piece of territory . . . ." n55 Therefore, sovereignty is exercised jointly by the parties to the condominium. n56

The condominium is an interesting analogy, as it demonstrates that international law does not demand exclusive control of a territory by a state, however the condominium is not itself analogous to an international legal entity like the EC or EU; n57 "condominia, unlike states under protectorates, are not international legal personalities. Instead, the participants in the condominium are." n58 Moreover, "[p]arties to condominia can act only through the collective intermediate organs created by the condominia. They cannot exercise their own sovereignty directly in the condominium territory, because that would prejudice the position of other members of the condominium and would be inconsistent with the idea of joint administration." n59 This is also problematic since each member state exercises sovereignty not over the entire territory of the putative condominium but only within their own territory, and each does
so directly.

If the EU were a condominium it would be either a condominium of twenty-five member states alone, or a condominium of twenty-five member states and one federal state. And although the condominium might seem like a useful concept to illustrate the idea of joint sovereignty and to help illuminate the sui generis institution which is the EU, that categorization deprives Europe of its legal personality. Europe is clearly not a condominium.

[*41]

C. Is Europe an International Organization?

Europe is not a mere international organization because the EU plays a constitutive role in the formation of international laws, has citizens, and performs state functions such as trade, currency, and conducts foreign policy including giving recognition to other states. The competencies of Europe go well beyond those of a mere international organization.

IV. Is Europe a State?

If Europe is not a condominium or an international organization, then by process of elimination it is a state. That is an argument reached by reductive inference. However, we might learn more about the nature of the European Union by examining the question dialectically. The best way to determine whether Europe is a state is to look at the legal arguments for and against EU statehood and then determine which is most persuasive. This dialectical method (thesis, antithesis, synthesis) may seem simplistic, but is effective and does lead to an answer; though it may not lead to the answer you expect.

A. Arguments in Favor of European Union Statehood

Some scholars just assume that the EU is a state or are forced by the facts to treat it as if it were, which is evidence that Europe is a de facto state. Indeed, the nomenclature "European Union" does support the argument that the EU is a state. A more analytical approach, taken by Rainer Arnold, looks at each of the elements of statehood under international law and concludes that the EU meets each of the criteria: (i) definite territory; (ii) population; (iii) organs of internal control; and (iv) capacity to engage in foreign relations. In legal terms, the author agrees with the direction of Arnold's argument; Europe meets all the conditions to be a de facto state.

One significant argument in favor of seeing the EU as a de facto state is the fact that the EU does not act as a mere object of international law, but rather subject to it. While individuals have directly enforceable rights and duties under international law, they do not create customary or treaty law. Only states are constitutive of international law. The EU contributes to the creation of customary international law by creating rights and duties of member states, influencing the general principles of international law, and also by exercising its power to recognize other states as international legal persons. The power to recognize other states has been de facto transferred from the Member States to the Union: "The member states of the European Union are very reluctant to afford an entity any of the rights and obligations pertinent to statehood until that entity has been formally recognized by the European Union." In practice, the Member States have transferred one of the key competences of an international legal subject. Moreover, the EU has a common currency, common customs, trade policy, Union citizenship, and a common foreign and security policy. In short, it does all the things a state does. According to the Court of Justice of the European Communities, the European Economic Community treaty (now the Maastricht treaty) "constitutes the constitutional
A constitution is the grounding document of a state. The arguments in favor of seeing Europe as a de facto state are persuasive.

B. Arguments Against Viewing Europe as a State

The arguments against the EU being viewed as a de facto state are unpersuasive, however, arguments that the EU is not a state may be found within the case law of the Member States. Nevertheless, the EU is in constant evolution and is continually becoming more politically integrated. Even those who believe that the EU is not yet a state admit that it is moving in that direction.

One argument against the de facto statehood of the EU is that the Member States are sovereigns and "do not plan to yield all their sovereignty to the [European Union]." So what? The U.S. federal states never yielded all of their sovereignty to the federal government. The joint sovereignty argument is not a very good one. A related argument is that although the Member States have ceded some of their sovereignty to the EU, they are still independent international legal persons. But the issue is the international legal personality of the EU itself, not of the Member States. The EU is, in fact, a sovereign international legal person, and not a mere object of international law. Others focus on the political questions of internal order, but that misses the point—we are not looking at a political question, but rather a legal one. These counter-arguments are essentially irrelevant. If Europe is a state, then what type of state is it?

C. Europe is a Confederate Republic

The precise term for a confederated state is a confederate republic. Sometimes the term "confederacy" is used wrongly; to refer to what is in fact a mere alliance. That inaccurate description leads to confusion. Black's Law Dictionary defines "confederacy" as:

A league or agreement between two or more independent states whereby they unite for their mutual welfare and furtherance of their common aims . . . . [I]t is more commonly used to denote that species of political connection between two or more independent states by which a central government is created, invested with certain powers of sovereignty (mostly external), and acting upon the several component states as its units, which, however, retain their sovereign powers for domestic purposes and some others.

A confederated state (a modern synonym for Montesquieu's confederate republic) is an international legal person constituted of states that have revocably ceded some of their sovereign powers to the confederacy. As one scholar has noted, a confederated state is formed by a treaty, not a constitution. The only parties to a confederation are states, not peoples. Though a confederacy is itself an international legal person, its member states retain (in theory) unlimited international legal personality, due to their right of succession. Until the 20th century only states enjoyed international legal personality. Thus, by definition, a confederation is a state—there is no other possibility.

Some conflate federation and statehood. However, not all composite states are federations, some are confederations. Federated states do not have a right of secession whereas confederated states do. Though the confederacy is itself an international legal person, its member states retain their own international legal personality.
as well—which is generally not the case in a federation. A confederated state is a type of state, but a state nonetheless. It has a definite territory, a fixed population, a government which can and does engage in foreign relations as well as maintain domestic order.

The more famous historical examples of confederacies include Serbia-Montenegro (2003-2006) (confederated state), the United States under the Articles of Confederation (which were concluded between the several states, unlike the Constitution which was formed by the people), Switzerland (1291-1848), the Confederate States of America (de facto state, recognized as a "belligerent state"), and the North German Confederation (1866-1871).

To summarize: A confederated state is an international legal person, constituted of states which revocably cede some of their sovereign power to the confederation, and which retain their own international legal personality. The member states to a confederacy have a right to secede from it. This definition is cogent and supported by long standing customary state practice and legal scholarship (doctrine). It also corresponds exactly to the facts in the European Union. Europe is clearly a confederation. The Union government is an international legal person, and the Member States are also international legal persons. The Union was formed by constitutional treaties. The Member States can in principle exit the confederation. Both scholarly doctrine and case law state that the EU, though sui generis, is a confederation. European Statehood can be inferred, de facto, from Europe's internal structure: There is a citizenship of the Union-and only states have citizens. The laws of the EU can have direct effect on its citizens, which is one attribute of statehood, and a confederation is, or can be, a type of state.

V. Conclusion

What are we to conclude from the practical facts, legal standards, and arguments? Europe presents a hybridized version of the state "on the brink of federal statehood." Europe is a state-a confederacy to be exact. Confederacies may be weak and highly decentralized, but they nonetheless can be states. Some confuse federalism and statehood. It is true that Europe is "more than an international organization," but Europe is not "less than a state," or "not quite a state." Europe has a definite territory, stable population, a government capable of maintaining internal order, and can and does engage in foreign relations, including the constitutive roles of recognition of foreign states and shaping of international law. It has citizens and constitutional treaties. Europe is neither just an international organization, nor a mere alliance. It is not a condominium. Europe is a weak, highly decentralized confederated state—but a state nonetheless. Theseus has two ships.
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FOOTNOTES:

n1 See http://classics.mit.edu/Plato/parmenides.1b.txt (last visited Jan. 12, 2007).

n2 By flux, the author refers to the flow of time. Thus, the puzzle also highlights Heraclites dynamic view of reality as constantly changing as opposed to the static view of reality as fixed and unchanging proposed by
Recognizing that reality is constantly changing is one of the basic points of dialectical materialism. Life is not like a series of snapshots; it is cinema.

n3 Treaty of Paris Establishing the European Coal and Steel Community, Apr. 18, 1951, 261 U.N.T.S. 140. The European Coal and Steel Community was the forerunner of the European Economic Community (EEC) and has since merged into the European Community (EC).

n4 Treaty of Rome Establishing the European Economic Community, Mar. 25, 1957, 298 U.N.T.S. 3. The EEC was the forerunner of the EC.

n5 Schengen Agreement on the Gradual Abolition of Checks at their Common Borders, June 14, 1985, 30 I.L.M. 68 (1991) (providing for open borders within the territory of the European Union).


n7 Id. tit. V (setting forth provisions on a common foreign and security policy (CFSP)).

n8 Id. (treaty in general). Both the European Union (EU) and EC coexist, however the two can be seen as one entity. See infra.


n10 “There is little argument that the EU has evolved into a state of its own, or is even in the progression toward becoming a state.” Andrew C. Snavely, Should We Leave the Backdoor Open? Does an Agreement Unitng States Need a Withdrawal Provision: The European Union Draft Constitution, 73 UMKC L. Rev. 213, 225 (2004).


n12 Sovereignty is defined as: The supreme, absolute, and uncontrollable power by which any independent state is governed; supreme political authority; the supreme will; paramount control of the constitution and frame of government and its administration; the self-sufficient source of political power, from which all specific political powers are derived; the international independence of a state, combined with the right and power of regulating its internal affairs without foreign dictation; also a political society, or state, which is sovereign and independent. Black’s Law Dictionary 1396 (6th ed. 1990).

n13 See, e.g., Cherokee Nation v. S. Kan. R.R. Co., 33 F. 900, 906 (W.D. Ark. 1888) (“Wheaton defines sovereignty, ‘the supreme power by which any citizen is governed.’ Hurd says: ‘The supreme power in the state must necessarily be absolute, in being subject to no judge.’ Jameson says: ‘By the term ’sovereignty’ is meant the person or body of persons in a state to whom there is politically no superior.’ Leiber has said: ‘The necessary
existence of the state, and that right and power which necessarily follow, is sovereignty.' Story says: 'By sovereignty, in its largest sense, is meant supreme, absolute, uncontrollable power; the jus summi imperii; the absolute right to govern.' Yeaman, in his Study of Government, says: 'This sovereignty is the last and supreme will in the direction and control of the affairs of society, and beyond or above which there is no political power, and no legal appeal. The word which by itself comes nearest being the definition of sovereignty is will or volition, as applied to political affairs. Government is not sovereignty. Government is the machinery or expedient for expressing the will of the sovereign power.' Definitions of sovereignty might be almost indefinitely multiplied, but these which have been given I believe to be sufficient to give an accurate idea of its nature. This sovereign power in our government belongs to the people, and the government of the United States and the governments of the several states are but the machinery for expounding or expressing the will of the sovereign power." (internal citations omitted)).
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n15 See Gherebi v. Bush, 352 F.3d 1278, 1296 n.21 (9th Cir. 2003) ("Black's Law Dictionary defines sovereignty, in pertinent part, as: The supreme, absolute, and uncontrollable power by which any independent state is governed; supreme political authority; the supreme will . . . The power to do everything in a state without accountability . . . It is the supreme power by which any citizen is governed and is the person or body of persons in the state to whom there is politically no superior. By sovereignty in its largest sense is meant supreme, absolute, uncontrollable power . . . the word by itself comes nearest to being the definition of 'sovereignty' is will or volition as applied to political affairs. Black's Law Dictionary 1396 (emphasis added).")).


n17 See, e.g., U.N. Charter art. 2, para. 3-4; Kellog Briand Pact art. 1, Aug. 7, 1928.


n20 See EC Treaty, supra note 8, art. 5 ("In areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the Community shall take action, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, only if and in so far as the
objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved by the Community.


n22 U.S. Const. art. VI, cl. 2.

n23 See U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 18; EC Treaty, supra note 8, art. 308.


n26 See EC Treaty, supra note 8, art. 5 (referencing subsidiarity).

n27 U.S. Const. amend. X.

n28 See EC Treaty, supra note 8, art. 5 ("The Community shall act within the limits of the powers conferred upon it by this Treaty and of the objectives assigned to it therein. In areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the Community shall take action, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, only if and insofar as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved by the Community. Any action by the Community shall not go beyond what is necessary to achieve the objectives of this Treaty.").

n29 U.S. Const. art. I, § 10, cl. 1.

n30 Id. cl. 3.

n31 Aristotle, Politics, at bk. One, pt. I (Benjamin Jowett trans.)(350 B.C.), http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/politics.1.html (last visited Aug. 9, 2006) ("Every state is a community of some kind, and every community is established with a view to some good; for mankind always act in order to obtain that which they think good. But, if all communities aim at some good, the state or political community, which is the highest of all, and which embraces all the rest, aims at good in a greater degree than any other, and at the highest good.").


n36 Id. at 36.

n37 See Ian Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law 63 (5th ed. 1999). Brownlie uses the term "in statu nascendi" (literally in the state of being born) to describe the legal state of an emerging national liberation movement. Id. Brownlie is skeptical about this concept but admits the legal acts of the successful rebels are given retroactive effect. Id. at 77-78. According to Brownlie, “[a] political community with considerable viability, controlling a certain area of territory and having statehood as its objective, may go through a period of travail before that objective has been achieved.” Id.

n38 Bogdandy, supra note 35, at 36.

n39 See J.A. Weir, Human Rights and Damages, 40 Washburn L.J. 413, 415-16 (2001) (“Although it has diplomatic representation and power to conclude treaties, the European Union is not quite a state. It has, however, many of the features of a state. It has a legislature, indeed two. The powers of the unicameral Parliament with its 626 members are no longer negligible—it used to be no more than a talking-shop and gravy train, but the effective legislature is the Council of Ministers. It acts increasingly by qualified majority rather than unanimity, the member states having given up their veto on most matters, but it can legislate only on the proposal of the Commission, the civil service and executive, consisting of twenty Commissioners, most of whom have been invalided out of political life in their own country.”).

n40 “[T]he state must be construed as the ultimate political body that meets basic liberal democratic criteria and can enforce its laws. The European Union, although not a ‘state’ in the traditional sense, fits this definition . . . .” Michael A. Becker, Note, Managing Diversity in the European Union: Inclusive European Citizenship and Third-Country Nationals, 7 Yale Hum. Rts. & Dev. L.J. 132, 179 n.227 (2004).
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